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(Book). Here's the most contemporary music dictionary on the market! Conveniently divided into
three main sections: The Dictionary of Music Terms defines over 2,000 music terms concisely,
including notation and theory terms, instruments and terms used in pop music, electronic music
and the music business; The Dictionary of Musicians provides more than 400 capsule
biographies of composers and other musicians; and Reference Charts give instant, at-a-glance
summaries of the essentials of music, encompassing instrumental and vocal ranges, notation
signs and symbols, and scales, modes and key signatures.
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Cleme, “Very good buy.. Well written and very practical to have in your shirt pocket or your gig
case. It explains in a very concise manner from all the different shades on nuances to most of
the great composers. Even though you might think you know everything about music, you'll
always find something new and taken by surprise by some information you didn't know. Well
worth the prize.”

cappy102, “Much Info in a Tiny Package. Plenty of information here. Well organized, but, being a
pocket edition, it's, well, a pocket edition, and info is a bit cramped. Great for on the road.Would
recommend, but would purchase a full-size format next time.”

ChrisK, “Excellent small music dictionary. It was a gift for a musical high school student. He
seemed very happy to receive the book. I have a degree in choral music and just scanning
through the entries it seemed to cover a lot for the high school student.”

tyrdz, “Handy little book when learning about music.. Not only does Hal Leonard's Pocket Music
Dictionary have definitions of musical terms, it has a biographical listing of composers from
ancient to modern times; and has a valuable time line of major composers. It also has reference
charts of various musical symbols and other items. I am glad that I purchased it.”

jaggedtears, “Found the definition I was looking for.... I was a little apprehensive about
purchasing this item because I wasn't too sure it would have the definition of the term I was
looking for. But lo and behold, it was in there! I was so excited.I can't leave a five star review
because I haven't read the whole book yet but so far, things look great. This is book is so handy
for any musician to keep near their instrument, they can grab it if they need to on a whim.So,
most likely the definition of the term you're looking for would be in this book.”

Samantha, “Music student must have!. This dictionary is perfect for any music student who is
learning an instrument or going to college hands down I must have!”

Mrs. Lunn, “Concise Music Dictionary. Excellent little music dictionary. Full of interesting facts.
Definately a must for the music student of all ages.”

londoner, “Five Stars. handy for me and interesting in the music terms as well.fast delivery
thanks”

HenWr, “Five Stars. Exactly as ordered and expected.”

S. Slack, “Great.. My daughter asked for a music dictionary for her A level course. She tells me



that this has everything she needs. :)”

trebor99, “Four Stars. lots of information contained within.”

The book by Maggie Oster has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 184 people have provided feedback.
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